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K E Y  F I N D I N G S

T H E  B O T T O M  L I N E :

MEDICAID EXPANSION DOES NOT HELP HOSPITALS. DATA  
SHOWS IT HAS BEEN A HUGE NEGATIVE FOR THEM. STATES THAT 

HAVE REFUSED EXPANSION SHOULD CONTINUE TO DO SO, WHILE 
THOSE THAT HAVE EXPANDED SHOULD SEEK TO ROLL IT BACK. 

MEDICAID DOES NOT PAY ENOUGH TO  
COVER HOSPITALS’ COSTS, MEANING HOSPITALS 

NEED TO MAKE UP FOR THE SHORTFALL  
BY CHARGING PRIVATE PAYERS MORE. 

IN EXPANSION STATES, HOSPITALS’ MEDICAID 
SHORTFALLS HAVE REACHED $22.3 BILLION, 

INCREASING BY 117 PERCENT SINCE 2013. 

IF NON-EXPANSION STATES WERE TO  
EXPAND, THEIR HOSPITALS’ MEDICAID  

SHORTFALLS WOULD MORE THAN DOUBLE,  
FROM $6.3 BILLION TO $13.2 BILLION. 

NON-EXPANSION STATES SHOULD CONTINUE  
TO SAY NO TO MEDICAID EXPANSION,  

AND EXPANSION STATES SHOULD  
WORK TO ROLL IT BACK. 
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Overview   
Medicaid expansion ushered in through ObamaCare has led to program enrollment growth well 
beyond what was promised or projected.1 While proponents argue that expansion is a silver bullet 
to keep hospitals financially secure, this is simply not true.  

Because Medicaid does not pay enough to cover the costs to hospitals to provide patient care, 
hospitals rely on private payers to make up for these losses.2 

The lower payment rate and more Medicaid enrollees—especially those forced out of private 
coverage—mean increased Medicaid shortfalls, contributing to lower profit margins.3 This 
increases pressure on hospitals’ bottom lines, especially for rural hospitals where fewer patients 
make it more difficult to make up the shortfalls. The result is hospital closures in expansion states 
across the country. New data from the Department of Health and Human Services shows just how 
dire the situation is for hospitals in expansion states. 

MEDICAID EXPANSION USHERED IN THROUGH OBAMACARE  
HAS LED TO PROGRAM ENROLLMENT GROWTH WELL  

BEYOND WHAT WAS PROMISED OR PROJECTED.

These issues would only be made worse if more states expanded Medicaid. Instead, states that have 
refused to expand Medicaid to cover more able-bodied adults should continue to stand strong. 
Likewise, states that have already expanded should work to roll it back.

Medicaid enrollment has skyrocketed since expansion 
The Medicaid program was designed to help the truly needy, such as pregnant women, individuals 
with disabilities, and low-income children.4 Thirty-five million Americans enrolled in the program 
at the turn of the century, but enrollment ballooned to more than 100 million in 2023.5 

 

MEDICAID ENROLLMENT HAS SKYROCKETED

Source: Medicaid and CHIP Payment and Access Commission & state enrollment reports

2000 35 MILLION
2013 57 MILLION
2023 100 MILLION
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Much of this growth can be attributed to Medicaid expansion through ObamaCare, with enrollment 
sitting at roughly 57 million before expansion.6-7 This is because the number of able-bodied adults 
signing up for Medicaid has dwarfed projections.8 Expansion states claimed that fewer than seven 
million would enroll in the program through expansion, and third parties projected roughly nine 
million, but actual enrollment was at least 19 million.9 

 

OBAMACARE EXPANSION ENROLLMENT  
HAS SHATTERED PROJECTIONS 

Medicaid Expansion Enrollment Across Expansion States

Source: State reports, KFF, Authors’ calculations

State 
Estimates 6.5 MILLION
KFF 2022 

Projection 8.6 MILLION
Actual 

Enrollment 19 MILLION

Since the payment rates are lower in Medicaid than in private pay, increased Medicaid enrollment 
has harmed hospital’s bottom lines. 

A real-world comparison: expansion states versus 
non-expansion states
Not every state chose to expand Medicaid when given the chance beginning in 2014.10-11 This 
provides a real-life demonstration with nearly a decade of data, showing how covering so many 
able-bodied adults is affecting hospitals. This data can be invaluable for non-expansion states, as 
well as states that have expanded. 

HOSPITAL PROFITS REVEAL THE EFFECTS OF MEDICAID EXPANSION
In terms of total hospital profits, expansion states and non-expansion states are moving in 
opposite directions. 

Hospitals in expansion states saw their profits cut by two-thirds from 2013, before expansion, 
to 2021.12 Over that same timeframe, their profit margins were slashed from 6.2 percent to 1.4 
percent.13 This means that for every dollar in revenue created by hospitals, less than two pennies 
are realized as profits. This is an average, so some hospitals failed to turn a profit at all.  

Hospitals in non-expansion states on the other hand, have seen their profits more than double 
over this period.14 Their profit margins over this time have increased as well, with the margins 
increasing from 4.9 percent—less than expansion state hospitals at the time—to seven percent, 
or five times that of hospitals in expansion states.15
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HOSPITAL PROFITS MOVING IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS 

Source: U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

2013 2021

$7.8 
BILLION

$19.8 
BILLION

$6.6 
BILLION

$16.8 
BILLION

67%  
DECREASE

116%  
INCREASE

 Non-Expansion States     Expansion States

 
Hospitals in expansion states were in better financial shape before they expanded—but this has 
since flipped. It is not a case where hospitals in expansion states were facing financial difficulties 
before expansion that have simply continued. It is also not just a bad time for hospitals overall, 
because both profits and profit margins have increased for hospitals in non-expansion states. 

The reason for this flip in financial stability in expansion states is that hospitals count on private 
payers to make up for the reduced payments provided by Medicaid. In non-expansion states, 
private payers averaged payments of 128 percent of hospital costs, whereas Medicaid averaged 
only 76 percent of costs.16  

As a higher proportion of hospital services are billed to Medicaid because of expansion, there are 
not enough private payments to boost back profits. This is especially true in rural areas without 
a large patient base to draw from. Thankfully, as non-expansion states have resisted calls to 
expand, they have not suffered from this shift in payers from private insurance to Medicaid as 
expansion states have. 

The story of hospitals’ profits and losses can largely be told by looking at Medicaid shortfalls. 
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MEDICAID SHORTFALLS ARE GROWING RAPIDLY IN EXPANSION STATES
Because Medicaid does not pay enough to cover hospital costs, hospitals in most states have 
Medicaid shortfalls. That is, the difference between hospital payments from Medicaid and the 
cost of providing services to patients enrolled in Medicaid.  

Since expansion states treat far more people on Medicaid, they face greater difficulty in overcoming 
the shortfalls. For instance, hospitals in non-expansion states receive 7.8 percent of their revenue 
from Medicaid, but this figure is nearly double—14.2 percent—for hospitals in expansion states.17 

Since hospitals in both expansion and non-expansion states treat Medicaid patients, most all 
have shortfalls. The difference is the magnitude of the shortfalls. 

 

MEDICAID SHORTFALLS SHOW UNSUSTAINABLE  
GROWTH IN EXPANSION STATES

Source: U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

 Non-Expansion States     Expansion States

6%  
INCREASE

2013 2021

$5.9 
BILLION

$10.3 
BILLION

$22.3 
BILLION

$6.3 
BILLION

117%  
INCREASE

What causes this enormous shortfall is easily explained. As more people in expansion states 
enroll in Medicaid, more hospital services get billed to Medicaid. As more hospital services 
are billed to Medicaid, the greater the shortfall becomes, since Medicaid does not pay hospitals 
enough to cover their costs. 
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One argument for expansion has been that getting people enrolled in Medicaid will reduce the 
charity care needed to be provided by hospitals at no cost.22 But the savings hospitals in expansion 
states have realized in reduced charity care is overshadowed by the increased Medicaid shortfall. 
Since expansion, charity care costs have been reduced by less than $4 billion in expansion states—
three times less than the shortfall increase.23 Saving a dollar to spend three is not a recipe for 
success, and these shortfalls are putting hospitals in a precarious financial position.

MEDICAID SHORTFALL INCREASES OUTPACE CHARITY  
CARE REDUCTIONS IN EXPANSION STATES

Source: U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

 Charity Care Costs     Medicaid Shortfall

TOTAL  
$33.2  

BILLION

20212013

$14.7 
BILLION

$10.3 
BILLION

$22.3 
BILLION

$10.9 
BILLION

TOTAL  
$25  

BILLION

 
Additionally, charity care is not necessarily a net negative for hospitals. Most hospitals across 
the country operate as non-profits.24 By engaging in activities that benefit the communities they 
serve, including by providing charity care, enormous federal, state, and local tax breaks become 
available to the hospitals.25 For many hospitals, these tax breaks exceed the cost of providing 
charity care to the uninsured.26

MEDICAID EXPANSION HAS LED TO HOSPITAL FINANCIAL STRUGGLES
Several hospitals, especially in rural areas, have recently closed and more are at risk of closing.27-28 
Another argument made for Medicaid expansion is that it financially helps hospitals, especially 
rural hospitals.29 But the data from expansion and non-expansion states does not bear this out. 
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The more people that are shifted from private insurance to Medicaid, the higher the Medicaid 
shortfalls, and the lower hospital profits. Hospitals are learning that you cannot become solvent by 
providing more and more services below cost. This is a surefire way to bankruptcy, not solvency. 
Nobody would call offering goods or services below cost a successful long-term business plan. 

Reality has born this out, with a broad range of hospitals in expansion states closing across the 
country. In the South, Arkansas’s Crittenden Regional Health had a nearly $7 million surplus 
before expansion but soon closed after profits turned to losses.30 In the West, California’s Colusa 
Regional Medical Center also saw its profits turn to losses soon after expansion and was forced 
to close.31 In the Midwest, Illinois’s Westlake Hospital managed a surplus before expansion but by 
2019 was operating at a nearly $7 million loss and was forced to close its doors.32 

 

MEDICAID SHORTFALLS ARE TURNING  
HOSPITAL LEDGERS RED

Source: U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

2013 FINANCES FINAL FINANCES

CRITTENDEN REGIONAL HEALTH $6,971,391 - $153,951 

COLUSA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER $1,424,940 - $1,364,031 

WESTLAKE HOSPITAL $466,950 - $6,866,302 

All of these saw their pre-expansion surpluses turn to losses by treating more able-bodied adults 
on Medicaid.

Further Medicaid expansion would only harm more 
hospitals
If more states chose to enroll able-bodied adults through Medicaid expansion instead of focusing 
on the truly needy, hospitals would feel the pain. 

Medicaid expansion in the 10 remaining non-expansion states would push more than 3.6 million 
people from well-paying private insurance to Medicaid.33 This replacement of private payers with 
Medicaid payers would harm any hospital, but rural hospitals would be devastated by the switch. 
Likewise, taxpayers and hospitals would be forced to subsidize the health care of nearly 13 million 
additional able-bodied adults, crowding out funding for the truly needy.34 This would increase the 
Medicaid shortfall in these states and reduce hospital profits, possibly to the point of forcing more 
closures.  

Expansion would more than double the Medicaid shortfalls for hospitals in those states, the 
equivalent of losing nearly 100,000 hospital jobs.35-36 As seen in expansion states, the reduction 
in charity costs would not come close to making up for the shortfalls resulting from the reduced 
Medicaid payment rates.
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EXPANSION WOULD DOUBLE MEDICAID SHORTFALLS FOR HOSPITALS 
Non-expansion states should continue to say “no” to prevent this.

Source:  U.S. Department of Health & Human Services & Authors’ calculations

STATE CURRENT 
SHORTFALLS

ADDITIONAL 
SHORTFALLS

SHORTFALLS WITH 
EXPANSION

JOB LOSS 
EQUIVALENTS

ALABAMA  - $288,131,800 - $318,531,397 - $606,663,197 5,160

FLORIDA - $3,069,918,000 - $3,393,812,373 - $6,463,730,373 47,348

GEORGIA - $429,349,000 -  $474,647,840 - $903,996,840 6,564

KANSAS - $68,098,200 - $75,282,960 - $143,381,160 1,148

SOUTH CAROLINA - $291,508,000 - $322,263,806 - $613,771,806 4,893

TENNESSEE - $782,863,000 - $865,459,643 - $1,648,322,643 11,665

TEXAS - $410,412,000 - $453,712,876 - $864,124,876 5,984

WISCONSIN - $878,847,000 - $971,570,518 - $1,850,417,518 14,114

WYOMING - $55,982,000 - $61,888,651 - $117,870,851 893

TOTAL - $6,275,109,200 - $6,937,170,064 - $13,212,279,264 97,769

To prevent these harms, non-expansion states should continue to reject expansion. Likewise, states 
that have already expanded should work to roll it back.   

THE BOTTOM LINE: Medicaid expansion does not help 
hospitals. Data shows it has been a huge negative 
for them. States that have refused expansion should 
continue to do so, while those that have expanded 
should seek to roll it back. 
Enrollment of able-bodied adults through Medicaid expansion has shattered projections. Since 
the Medicaid payment rate is lower than a hospital’s cost of service, this has driven down hospital 
profits by increasing the Medicaid shortfall. This shortfall is contributing to hospital closures and 
increasing price pressures on countless others.  

This evidence is clear that any further expansion would only harm the bottom lines of more 
hospitals by doubling the Medicaid shortfall in any state that chooses to expand. States that have 
not expanded should continue to avoid the Medicaid trap and those that have expanded should 
roll it back.  
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